Projects for 2021
LUPUS EUROPE VISION

A fulfilling life
for all people with lupus in Europe
until we have reached a world without lupus
Strategy 1 - People with lupus participate in, and benefit from, lupus research

- Further grow PAN and establish a support structure for ongoing engagement
- As soon as possible F2F, Patient panel on ”Lupus in the long run” (senior with Lupus)
- If F2F allows, 1st ERN endorsed course on Lupus for Patient Advocates (Pisa 2021)
- Publication on LWL in 2020, HcQ + More details in other media
- LWL abstracts at EULAR
- Engage Pisa and Karolinska universities on ”economic cost of Lupus”
- Launch ”Clinical trials.match” and ”survey centre” on Lupus Europe web

More on: https://youtu.be/VgBfb7zsDts
Strategy 2 - Member Organisations are enthusiastic and empowered

- BRATISLAVA 2021!!
- 3 Webinars min.
- Re-engaging low activity members
- Sustain Lupus Chat once a year at least
- One Co-Opt to the Board from Youth Group
- Boost Capacity Building Programme
- Translate 5 key brochures in multiple languages (Pdf via web)
- #KickLupus!

More on: https://youtu.be/wX26T3HLy9o
Strategy 3 - Lupus Europe is heard and acting

- Beef up Web content
- Get exercise videos ”EULAR certified and distributed”
- Increase regularity of Newsflash
- Obtain 2nd EPAG delegate in ERN ReCONNET
- Increase interactions with EMA
- Recruit extra 3 PAN for EMA engagements
  - + identify potential extra volunteers
- Use more extensively EURORDIS tools/Knowledge

More on: https://youtu.be/so0Hva54eYE
Sustainability - Priorities 2021

- Bring 4th part time support (focus on PAN) and organise roles more structurally
- Constant outreach searching for new Trustees and volunteers
- Maintain positive collaboration with key partners
- Finalise move to Brussels
ANY QUESTION?

Contact us:
secretariat@lupus-europe.org